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Abstract 

 

Embodied theories of language comprehension suggest that sentence comprehension 

involves a perceptual simulation of the objects, agents, and event described within the sentence 

using the same perception and action systems we use when we interact with the world. Past 

research shows that within experiments, the integratibility between the perceptual stimuli and 

cognitive representation influences reaction time to sensibility questions. This experiment was 

designed to investigate the question of whether embodied cognitive representations contain 

visual, semantic, and phonological properties and if some of these properties contribute to 

integratibility more than others. Participants listened to sentences describing the transfer of an 

object either towards or away from their body. They were then shown two pictures of an object 

that was either a visual, semantic or phonological competitor to the object described in the 

sentence. The two pictures of the competitor created an illusion of motion that either matched or 

mismatched the direction of motion described in the sentence. After viewing the two pictures, 

participants were asked a question to which their reaction time was recorded. A compatibility 

effect was said to have occurred if the reaction times for the match condition were faster than the 

mismatch condition.  
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1. Introduction 

The study of psycholinguistics has traditionally embraced theories that treat language 

comprehension as the outcome of an isolated cognitive process that converts the perceived 

language signal into arbitrary symbols. In this account of language comprehension the symbols 

have no intrinsic meaning themselves, but become meaningful as a result of propositions, the 

relations between symbols, which defines the syntax of the language. That is, language is 

comprehended by manipulating the symbols based on the rules of the syntax  (Glenberg, 1997; 

Goldinger, 1998; Lakoff, 1987).  

Over time, dissatisfaction with language as a symbol manipulation system has grown out 

of the identification of problems that cannot be resolved using this framework. Harnad (1990) 

illustrates the difficulty the traditional cognitive account has with generating meaning, 

commonly called the symbol-grounding problem, using his version of Searle’s “Chinese Room” 

argument. Imagine for a moment that an English speaking person arrives at an airport in China 

and this person does not know any Chinese and only has a Chinese dictionary on hand. Upon 

arrival, the person encounters their first Chinese character and eagerly turns to look it up in their 

Chinese dictionary. The Chinese symbol they look up is defined by other Chinese symbols, 

which are in turn defined by other Chinese symbols, and so on. Harnad demonstrates the symbol-

grounding problem by exposing the futility of trying to extract meaning from abstract symbols 

defined by other abstract symbols. Instead, the cognitive representation of language must be 

grounded in the real world to successfully convey meaning.  

A counterargument often raised in response to the symbol-grounding problem by amodal 

language theorists is that abstract symbols mean what they refer to in the real world. Although 

this rationalization seems to provide a satisfactory explanation for the symbol-grounding 



problem, Lakoff (1987) points out that mapping arbitrary symbols to the real world requires the 

categories for the symbols to be strictly defined, at the expense of ignoring context. This is 

because each word must be mapped directly to a real world object or idea, which is problematic 

since there is substantial evidence that human categories do not have rigid borders, but instead 

have fuzzy boundaries and graded membership (Glenberg, 1997; Kalish, 1995; Oden, 1984).  

How then, can the issue of symbol grounding and ill-defined categories be resolved? A 

growing body of evidence points to an embodied theory of language comprehension. 

Embodiment theory proposes that language comprehension is based on the simulation of 

modality-specific and nonarbitrary perceptual representations grounded in bodily action 

(Glenberg & Kaschak, 2002). Grounding occurs when memory traces of perception and action 

are formed as people interact with the world. These memory traces are reactivated during 

language comprehension to produce perceptual representations of the objects, agents, and events 

described in the language (Zwaan et al., 2004). In this theory of language comprehension, 

meaning is derived from affordances, which are action possibilities within the environment. 

Therefore, embodied representations resolve the symbol-grounding problem because they are 

mapped to the world by the way our bodies can interact with the environment (e.g., Bub, 

Masson, & Cree, 2008; Masson, Bub, & Warren, 2008). This approach allows for adaptable 

categories since possible affordances for an object or event are flexible and context dependent 

(Glenberg, 1997). 

In terms of cognition, embodiment theory differs from traditional theories of language 

comprehension in which cognition is viewed as an isolated module that receives input from 

perception and outputs into action but does not interact with them. Conversely, embodiment 

theory suggests that cognition is not separate from perception and action but arises from the 



interface between the neural systems devoted to perception and action. Glenberg & Kaschak 

(2002) created a set of experiments that supported this theory using a behavioral reaction-time 

measure. Several variations of an experiment were administered in which participants read 

sentences implying action away from or toward their body. The participants then had to make 

sensibility judgments by pressing a button that required movement of their hand either away 

from or towards their body. Reaction times for the button press were significantly faster when 

the required hand motion matched the direction of motion described in the sentence. For 

example, if the sentence read “Close the drawer” reaction time would be faster if the participant 

had to press a button requiring a hand movement away from the body, rather than towards the 

body. This effect, that a sentence describing motion in a direction slows bodily action moving in 

the opposite direction, is called the action-sentence compatibility effect (ACE). The ACE 

supports a theoretical perspective in which higher cognitive processes, such as language 

comprehension, are not isolated from lower cognitive processes such as perception and action. 

The modulation of reaction time, as in the ACE, as a function of the direction of the require 

response is not consistent with theories that suggest a separation of cognition and perception and 

action because they do not predict an interference between action sentence comprehension and 

bodily movement. 

As stated above, embodiment theory predicts that sentence comprehension involves a 

perceptual simulation of objects, agents, and events described in the sentence. Zwaan et al. 

(2002) conducted an experiment that supported idea of perceptual representations instead of 

amodal propositional representations. In the experiment, participants listened to a set of 

sentences describing a simple scene and then immediately responded to a picture shown after 

hearing the sentences by either verifying that the object in the picture had been mentioned in the 



preceding sentence (Exp 1) or by simply naming the picture (Exp 2). The orientation or 

configuration of the object in the picture either matched or mismatched the configuration of the 

object described in the sentence. In both experiments participants responded faster to the 

question asked when the implied configuration of the object described in the sentence matched 

configuration of the picture than when they did not match. For example, one trial described a 

scene in which an eagle was sitting in a nest. Participants then viewed either a picture of an eagle 

with outstretched wings or a picture of an eagle with its wings by its side. The picture of the 

eagle with its wings by its side was the match condition because an eagle sitting in a nest has its 

wings by its side. Therefore, reaction times were faster when participants viewed the picture of 

the eagle with its wings by its side than when they viewed the picture of the eagle with 

outstretched wings. Amodal propositional representations are able to account for interactions 

between location, action, and entities but are unable to explain why viewing a picture of an 

object that is described in the sentence but in a different shape implied by the context of the 

sentence would produce a slower reaction time than a picture of the same object shown in a 

matching contextual shape. Conversely, the results of the experiment can be explained by the 

theory that language comprehension requires perceptual simulations. Visual traces, such as an 

eagle in a nest versus a flying eagle, are stored in memory and are then reactivated during 

sentence comprehension based on specific contextual relevance from the sentence. Hence a 

different visual representation would be retrieved for a sentence describing an eagle in a nest 

than an eagle in the sky. Response times would be slower if the cognitive representation 

mismatched the perceptual stimuli because of the extra cognitive step required for reconciling 

the difference between the picture and cognitive representation.  



The Zwaan et al. (2002) experiment above highlights an important concept in 

embodiment theory: integratibility. Integratibility is defined as the ability to assimilate a 

perceptual stimulus with the cognitive representation formed during language comprehension. 

The Zwaan et al. (2002) experiment demonstrates that when the perceptual stimulus and 

cognitive representation are integratible reaction time for sensibility questions are faster because 

extra time is not required to reconcile differences between the two. Thus, we know that 

integratibility occurs when the perceptual stimuli and the contents of the sentence are an exact 

match. However, we don’t know if integratibility can occur if the perceptual stimulus is not an 

exact match to the contents of the sentence but contains some similar properties. For example, in 

Kaschak 2005 the question was asked if a picture of a model T ford is integratible with a 

sentence about a BMW driving down the street. The picture may be integratible with the 

sentence because the visual stimulus is a car and the sentence is about a car. However, it may 

also not be integratible because the picture of the model T ford may be missing some properties 

required for integratibility to occur.  

The present experiment was designed to investigate what properties embodied 

representations may have and how those properties might contribute to integratibility. We 

already know that words may be understood in terms of their visual, phonological, and semantic 

properties, thus the experiment was designed to investigate if embodied representations contain 

phonological, visual, and semantic properties and if some of these properties contribute to 

integratibility more than others.  

This study was divided into two experiments. Experiment 1 was designed as a 

preliminary experiment for choosing pictures of visual, phonological, and semantic competitors 

to target. The pictures of the competitors chosen in experiment 1 were used in experiment 2. A 



competitor is a word that has similar properties to another word, visually, semantically, or 

phonologically. The similarities between the words cause both words to be activated in memory 

when either word is heard. For example for phonological competitors, when the beginning of the 

word is heard, other words that sound similar to that word will be activated in memory until the 

entire word is heard and those other possible words are inhibited. So if the target word is cat, 

other words that start with “ca” such as cantaloupe and cap would be activated in memory until 

the “t” was heard and those other words were inhibited. This same concept can be extended to 

visual competitors, objects that have similar visual properties, such as the slinkiness between 

snakes and ropes, and semantic competitors, objects that share similar context, such as practicing 

medicine between nurse and doctor, will be activated concurrently. In terms of this experiment, 

an object is said to compete with the target object if an image of the competitor attracts eye 

movements towards it when the target word is auditorily presented (e.g., Dahan & Tanenhaus, 

2005; Huettig & McQueen, 2007).  

Experiment 2 was based off of the experimental design in Zwaan et al. 2004. In the 

Zwaan et al. 2004 experiment, participants heard a sentence describing the transfer of an object 

either towards or away from their body. They were then shown a picture of the object described 

in the sentence followed by a second picture of the same object that was either larger or smaller 

than the first picture shown. The difference in size between the two pictures was designed to 

create the illusion of motion. If the second picture was smaller than the first picture the object 

appeared to be moving away from the participant and if the second picture was larger than the 

first picture the object appeared to be moving toward the participant.  After viewing both 

pictures, participants answered a question asking if the two pictures were of the same object. It 

was found that the response times for this question were faster when the direction of motion 



implied by the two pictures matched the direction of motion described in the sentence. 

Experiment 2 of this study was the same as the Zwaan et al. 2004 experiment except for the two 

pictures weren’t pictures of the object described in the sentence; they were pictures of either 

visual, semantic, or phonological competitors to the object described in the sentence that were 

chosen from experiment 1. It was proposed that if the visual, semantic, and phonological 

competitors elicit a compatibility effect for the match condition; it would support the hypothesis 

that those properties are part of embodied cognitive representations and are therefore important 

factors in integratibility. 

 

2. Experiment 1 

A preliminary experiment was conducted to choose the visual, semantic, and 

phonological competitors for the experiment. This was accomplished by constructing a variation 

of a visual world paradigm. Several sets of four pictures were constructed, where each set 

included a target picture and pictures of objects that shared visual, semantic, and phonological 

properties with the target object. Participants were instructed to look at the pictures on a 

computer screen while following instructions to place a marker next to the target picture and one 

of the competitors for each set. Eye movements were recorded using an eye tracker. These eye 

movements were later analyzed to see where the participants were looking while they heard the 

target word in the instructions. The competitor with the most looks at a given time for each set of 

pictures was used as the competitor for the target word in experiment 2.  

2.1 Method 

2.1.1. Participants 



 Twenty eight introductory psychology students from Florida State University participated 

in the experiment as part of a course requirement.  

2.1.2. Materials 

2.1.2.1 Visual Stimuli 

Seventy-two groups of pictures were obtained for a total of two hundred eighty-eight 

clip-art style colored pictures. The pictures were resized using Microsoft PowerPoint so that the 

pictures all appeared to take up the same visual space. The pictures consisted of objects that 

could be held and transferred from one person to another. Each group of pictures consisted of a 

target object and three other objects that were visual, semantic, and phonological competitors to 

the target object (Figure 1). 

2.1.2.2 Auditory Stimuli 

Sentence fragments instructing the participants to place a blue square above, under, to the 

right of, and to the left of, to place a red circle above, under, to the right of, and to the left of, and 

the names of all of the objects were recorded by a male native speaker of American English 

using Audacity. The sentence fragments were combined to create a total of two hundred twenty 

two sentences. Three separate lists were constructed with each containing sentences that 

instructed the participant to place a square or circle next to the target object and then place a 

square or circle next to one of the competitors for each group of pictures.  

2.1.2.3 Apparatus  

The display presentation was controlled by a Pentium personal computer attached to a 20 

inch monitor (CRT, 100 Hz) using OpenSesame software (Mathtôt, Schreij, & Theeuwes, 2012). 

Each participant’s head was stabilized on a chin rest placed 60 cm away from the monitor. The 

display resolution was 1024 by 768 pixels. Eye movements were recorded with an Eyelink (SR 



Research) eye tracker sampling from the right eye at 1,000 Hz and a spatial resolution of 0.1°. 

An eye movement was considered to be a saccade if its acceleration reached 8,000°/s² or its 

velocity reached 30°/s. A nine-point calibration and validation procedure was completed at the 

beginning of and, as needed, throughout each session. Responses were collected with a handheld 

gaming pad (Microsoft). 

2.1.3 Procedure 

 Participants were given auditory instructions by a tester and were watched while they 

completed four practice trials before starting the experiment. Participants were then asked to put 

on headphones while the tester left the room. The visual display for each set was shown for one 

second before the participant heard instructions asking them to place a blue square or red circle 

using the right or left click next to a picture on the screen and then next to a second picture. This 

process was repeated until all seventy-two trials were completed.  

2.1.4 Design and Analysis 

 The screen for each set of pictures was divided up into four quadrants with one picture 

occupying each quadrant. What quadrant the participant was looking in was recorded every 

twenty milliseconds using the eye tracker after the onset of the spoken target word. This data was 

combined and averaged together for all participants.  

2.1.5 Results 

 The combined data showed the proporiton of fixations to each quadrant every twenty 

milliseconds for each trial. From this data, a line graph was created for each trial with four lines 

representing each quadrant/picture. Whenever the line graph showed that more looks were made 

to a competitor quadrant after two hundred milliseconds, which is the standard time allowed for 

words to begin being processed cognitively, than to the target quadrant and the other quadrants, 



the object in that quadrant was coded as a strong competitor. When the line graph showed that 

one quadrant attracted more looks after two hundred milliseconds than the other quadrants 

except for the quadrant containing the target object, that object was coded as a weak competitor 

(Figure 2).  

After all the objects were coded by type and strength, nine objects were coded as visually 

strong and ten were coded as visually weak, thirteen objects were coded as semantically strong 

and eight as semantically weak, and twenty six objects were coded as phonologically strong and 

six as phonologically weak (Figure 3). Since there were only six objects that were coded as 

phonologically weak, six objects were chosen from each competitor type so as to have the same 

amount of competitors from each category for a total of thirty-six competitors. 

 

3. Experiment 2 

 During critical trials, participants heard a sentence describing motion of an object either 

toward or away from their body. Two pictures were then shown sequentially of the same object 

at two different sizes. The second picture appeared either smaller or larger than the first picture 

to create the effect of motion toward or away from the participant. The direction of the motion 

implied by the pictures matched or mismatched the direction of the motion described in the 

sentence. The pictures used were either visual, semantic, or phonological competitors of the 

object described in the sentence, as chosen from experiment 1. Participants were then asked if 

the two pictures shown were the same object (Figure 4). Reaction times to this question were 

recorded to determine if a compatibility effect had occurred. Comprehension questions were 

asked throughout the experiment to ensure the participant was listening to the sentences. 

3.1 Method 



3.1.1. Participants 

 Sixty-three introductory psychology students from Florida State University participated 

in the experiment across eight different lists as part of a course requirement. Five lists had eight 

participants, three had seven, and one had nine. 

3.1.2. Materials 

3.1.2.1. Visual Stimuli 

 For critical trials, pictures of the competitors chosen from experiment 1 were resized to 

seven, eight, and nine centimeters in length on the object’s longest side. To imply motion, the 

eight-centimeter object was shown as the first picture, and then either the nine-centimeter object 

was shown to imply motion toward the body or the seven-centimeter object was shown to imply 

motion away from the body.  

3.1.2.2 Auditory Stimuli 

 Two sentences were constructed for each critical trial to describe the transfer of the object 

away from or towards the participant. Every critical trial used a different transfer verb within a 

simple sentence such as “You handed her the basket.” Filler sentences did not imply motion but 

still included an object. A female native speaker of American English recorded the sentences 

using Audacity.  

3.1.2.3 Counterbalancing 

 Eight separate lists were constructed. Each list contained eighteen critical trials using 

three objects from each competitor type. Fifty-four filler trials were used, eighteen of which used 

the same picture resized for the two pictures shown after the sentence while the other thirty-six 

used two different pictures. Thus, half of the trials showed two pictures of the same object and 



half of the trials presented two different pictures in order to mask the critical trials. None of the 

pictures shown were directly mentioned in the sentences. Each participant only saw one list. 

3.1.3 Procedure 

 Participants were instructed to listen to the sentences, look at the pictures, and then judge 

whether the two pictures were the same or not. Participants were instructed to respond quickly 

and accurately, as both speed and accuracy were important. After a subset of noncritical trials, 

participants were present with a multiple choice comprehension question to ensure that they were 

listening to the sentences.  

3.1.4 Design and Analysis 

 All analyses were completed using generalized linear mixed models with the lme4 

package (Bates, Maechler, & Bolker, 2012) in R (R Core Team, 2013).  The general approach to 

fitting the models was by using a model comparison approach which compares the deviance 

parameter with a chi-square statistic. Once the best-fitting model was identified then specific 

interactions from the model were reported. There were four fixed effects, or IV’s: Match (Match, 

Mismatch), Competitor Type (visual, semantic, phonological), Strength (Strong, Weak), and the 

Counterbalance List received (8 total). Participants and items were included as random effects. 

 

4. Results 

 Unfortunately, no significant results were found. Neither the interaction nor any of the 

main effects were statistically significant. Adding the fixed effects did not significantly improve 

model fit, p = .83 x2(11) = 6.66. The graphs constructed from the data did not show the reaction 

times to be significantly shorter in the match condition than the mismatch condition for any of 

the types of competitors. The graphs did show that the model matched the raw data. 



  

5. General discussion 

 This experiment attempted to investigate integratibility by testing to see if the 

phonological, semantic, and visual properties of words were part of embodied representations. If 

a compatibility effect had been found for any of these properties, that finding would have aided 

the understanding of embodied cognitive representations and what factors contribute to 

integratibility between perceptual stimuli and cognitive representations during language 

comprehension. A greater understanding of embodiment theory can lead to the creation of new 

teaching strategies for learning how to read and for those with learning disabilities. Increased 

understanding of embodiment could also lead to a better understanding of cognition overall, 

which could potentially lead to a variety of helpful discoveries.  

Unfortunately, the results from this experiment did not show any significant effects. The 

lack of significant results could have been caused by several factors. The sample size for each 

experiment was relatively small, which may have meant that there wasn’t enough data to detect 

an effect, especially for experiment 2. The process of choosing the competitor objects could have 

been improved as well. The pictures used for the objects had not been normed in any way so the 

pictures themselves may not have elicited the effect that was being tested. Also, because the 

competitors were chosen by “eyeballing” a line graph, the accuracy for naming the type and 

strength of the competitors may have been compromised. Finally, it is possible that because the 

pictures shown after hearing the sentences in experiment 2 looked very different from the object 

described in the sentence, the participants did not try to integrate the pictures with the perceptual 

representations.  



In the future, the experiment could be redone by norming the pictures before using them 

in experiment 1. As a way to force the participants to integrate the pictures with the target word, 

the pictures of the competitors could be shown while the participants are listening to the target 

words. This idea could also be translated into an EEG experiment so that instead of measuring 

reaction time, brain waves would be analyzed. The question that this experiment tried to 

investigate is still important if we want to improve our understanding of language 

comprehension, and the question deserves to be revisited in the future. 
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Figure 1) Example screen from E
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Appendix 

 
 Experiment 1. Banjo is the target picture, lollipo
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Figure 2) Example graph of the data from Experiment 1. The title is the target word. The graph 

is an example of a strong visual competitor. 
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Figure 3) The thirty six competitors used for Experiment 2 

 

Target Word Competitor Name Competitor Type Strength 

Baton Badger p 0 

Ruler Rooster p 0 

Soccer_ball Sock p 0 

Television Telephone p 0 

Toothbrush Tube p 0 

Trumpet Truck p 0 

Bracelet Brain p 1 

Cane Cape p 1 

Cards Car p 1 

Carrot Kangaroo p 1 

Cherry Chair p 1 

Chisel Chicken p 1 

Button Needle s 0 

Candle Matches s 0 

Lunchbox Juice_box s 0 

Plum Pineapple s 0 

Spool Thimble s 0 

Toaster Blender s 0 

Belt Suspenders s 1 

Blueberry Strawberry s 1 

Brick Vine s 1 

Calendar Stopwatch s 1 

Guitar Harp s 1 

Hockey_stick Puck s 1 

Bomb Perfume v 0 

Comb Ladder v 0 

Iron Yacht v 0 

Pencil Flute v 0 

Sugar_cube Rubix_cube v 0 

Banjo Lollipop v 1 

Basket Helmet v 1 

Book Laptop v 1 

Clarinet Pen v 1 

Flower_bud Egg v 1 

Frisbee Saucer v 1 

 

 

 

 

 



Figure 4) Event sequence of a gi
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Figure 5) Graphs of the raw data
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